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SmartBuyGlasses Offers Qualified Opticians on Call for Online Optical Advice

SmartBuyGlasses has qualified opticians available online to answer customers’ questions and help them

choose lenses and frames.

SmartBuyGlasses offers exceptional customer care thanks to the online optical advice service available

from professional opticians. This online resource serves as a bridge between the online shopper and a

qualified optician. It reduces the time needed to answer eye-care-related doubts or questions and helps

customers choose the best pair of prescription glasses, sunglasses, or contact lenses.

While shopping online, customers can speak directly to one of the opticians that are part of the

SmartBuyGlasses team. These professionals can provide free advice for every step of the purchasing

journey, answering questions related to prescription lenses, contact lenses, and eye health. In addition to

the free optical support, there is also an optical center available on the website with extensive

up-to-date information all about eye care.

“Ask the optician allows us to provide the best service to our customers, making sure we meet their

vision needs in a quick and convenient manner”.

Beck Jinnette - Optical Dispenser for SmartBuyGlasses Optical Group

The online optical advice service means fewer in-person appointments and more time saving, as most

questions can be answered where the customer is. SmartBuyGlasses provides this solution to all its

customers worldwide to make prescription eyewear and optimal eye health available to everyone.
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About SmartBuyGlasses Optical Group

SmartBuyGlasses is a leading global eyewear e-retailer with over 15 years of expertise in the eyewear

industry. SmartBuyGlasses sells an extensive range of eyeglasses, sunglasses, and contact lenses at

accessible prices. With innovative digital tools, SmartBuyGlasses reimagines the online customer

experience for an enjoyable, efficient, and easy purchasing journey.
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